Paddling Pool Remedial Work
Introduction
On Wednesday 2nd and 9th of October, 2019, FOHP volunteers conducted a visual
inspection of the paddling pool in order to identify and catalogue potential problems that will
require remedial work.
Some of the issues had been flagged by park users on social media, while others were
identified during the inspection. We have included a diagram with the approximate location
of each issue, and photographs have been included where possible. See appendix.
Given that there is a one year guarantee on the paddling pool, we feel it is essential that
investigations and remedial work be as extensive as necessary to solve any issues once and
for all.
For your convenience, the problems have been separated into “Structural issues” and
“Health and Safety” issues.
Structural issues
Cracks
A number of cracks are visible on segments 1 and 2 that make up the slope. These
cracks go from the edge of the pool towards the middle - in proximity to the inflows.
They seem to be holding moisture even when the surrounding concrete is dry. Given
the issues with cracking on the previous pool, these are of great concern. Other,
smaller cracks are visible on segment 6.
Questions: What are these cracks and why have they appeared? What is the
relationship between the cracks and the inflows?
Standing water
A puddle of standing water has formed around the inlet grill on segment 4. Due to the
relative heights of segment 4 and segment 5, where the outlet drain is, this water is
unable to drain away i.e the inlet is lower than the outlet.
Questions: Did the plans stipulate that the outlet drain in segment 5 should be at the
lowest point of the pool? What are the consequences of the standing water for the
base?
Flaking surface
On the central segment, and at various points around the pool, the surface is flaking.
Question: Is this a cause for concern?
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Pipework and water pressure
We are given to understand that the pipe sleeves used to incase the incorrectly
sealed pipework will last approximately 10 years. The new pool design brief was for a
pool that would last a period of 50 years, so this issue needs to be addressed now.
There also appears to be a water pressure issue with pressure seemingly half of
what it has been in the past, as shown by only half the jets being operational. The
two issues are most probably linked.
Questions: Why is the water pressure so low? What remedial work needs to be
done to bring it back up to spec?
Health and safety issues
Hole, part filled with plastic (see photo A)
On segment 1, there is a hole in the concrete base that has some kind of plastic
stuck in it.
Metal spike protruding from the concrete base (see photo B)
A metal spike is protruding from the base on segment 2. This has caused 2 injuries
that we know of.
Depression in concrete base (see photo C)
There is a depression on segment 3.
Holes in concrete base (see photo D)
On segment 5, there are a number of depressions/holes, seemingly caused by
bubbles in the concrete. These are sharp edged.
Joint sealant missing
There is a section of joint sealant missing between segments 3 and 4, exposing the
sharp concrete lip of the joint.
Joint sealant below joint edges
The joint sealant is uneven in many places around the pool, again exposing the
sharp concrete edges of the joints. A number of stubbed and bloody toes have been
reported.
Chipped tile (See photo E)
On the outer edge of segment 4, there is a chipped tile. It is sharp edged.
Missing grout or grout separating from tiles (See photos F and G)
On the outer edge of segment 5, there is some missing grouting between tiles. Also
in this area, the grouting is separating from the surrounding tiles.
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Coarse tile grout
A number of injuries have been reported due to the slippery nature of the tiles
coupled with the coarse nature of the tile grout.

Appendix on next page.
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Appendix

Figure 1 - approximate location of issues.
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Photographs
Photo A - segment 1 - hole with plastic in.

Photo B - segment 2 - wire protruding from base.

Photo C - segment 3 - depression in base.
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Photo D - segment 5 - sharp edged holes in concrete base.

Photo E - segment 4, outer edge - sharp chipped tile.
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Photo F - segment 5, outer edge - missing grout.

Photo G - segment 5, outer edge - separating grout.
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